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Your way to obtain beauty reaches the cellular level. “Cellular Makeover” deals with much more
than just appearance, as appearance as well as the components and gravity are what pay out
their toll over time. Rejuvenation reaches the cellular level and mirrors itself into one’s encounter.
But we will be dealing with the actions and emotions that subsequently have caused a degree of
havoc within the body, deep within the systems and their harmonious function one with the
other. With the latest Scientific knowledge from the West and the ancient wisdom from the East,
this book manuals you through the latest knowledge on how best to evaluate, how to prevent and
how exactly to nurture your cells to give you that absolute Cellular Makeover” which is normally
your true source of beauty. The body’s tissue, much more evident in the facial features, is a
holographic picture of the general state of wellness of the body.
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Nice Book. It might have been more complete. Absolute Requirement for great results! This book
was very informative and interesting to a person for a practical discussion of skin care, foods,
and comparison of ingredients in skin care and suntan lotions.- The book has great potentials. In
the reserve it is also mentioned that any machine can be used but there isn't indication on what
settings to be used (frequencies and pauses). Five Stars Anti-aging is a great read with leading
edge tech a nice compendium of holistic tips has been presented Took a long time reading,
before I got eventually to the applications of SCENAR, which I'd been after in the onset and
reason for purchasing the book. Personally i think like the frequencies, periods of software and
rest/pauses used, ought to be stated whatever machine can be used.- After so very much
advertising of the Ezzi Lift, I'd have expected some more information on the frequencies and
differences between the face and eye stimulation and smoothing operating modes.It appears
that the webpages were cut a little short in the bottom as possible noticed that some pictures by
the end of some webpages have possibly being cut (slightly).- Useful. After all it is a reserve on
the cellular makeover Technology. Nevertheless, a good compendium of holistic ideas has been
presented, Many thanks, Wolfgang Very good and interesting book. Very great and interesting
book. - The desk of contents does give you a sign of the pages number to to purchase the
subject but there is no numbering anywhere on the web pages in the whole book. This book
deepened my understanding of the facial rejuvenation kit, Avazzia ezzi-lift I acquired for
Christmas and it's doing the job of restoring the left side of my face and jaw after dental surgery!
Thanks a lot Dr. Lorry. do not like recommend this book to a person who knows nothing, is
uneducated which book does not have any value what so ever meant for an aesthetician with a
strong science background. waste materials of money I recommend it as a gift to people who
value ... Not a single page provides been numbered. I recommend it as something special to
people who care about their skin who aren't qualified as estheticians or skincare research
professionals.
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